CDF 2021 COVID precautions
We will not be making it mandatory for everyone attending camp to have had a
vaccination.
It will not be required to wear a mask at camp.
That being said, there are some exceptions.
● We will be sending out a short survey for volunteers and campers. You will be
asked if you are vaccinated. You do not need to tell us, but there may be some
parents who only want their child to be with a volunteer who is vaccinated. I do
not actually know if this will be the case, but I want to be ready for it. There may
also be some parents who will request that the volunteer wear a mask so that will
be a question on the survey. (Results of the survey will only be shared with
people involved in buddy matching and the campers parents.)
● We will be taking temperatures every morning when people register.
● There will be plenty of hand sanitizer around.
● There will be masks available and gloves for anyone who wants them.
● Some of our port-a-potties will be flush ones. (Makes it more likely someone will
clean it good)
● If you do not wish your child to be under the tent for opening or closing they can
sit on the edge with their buddy, or talk with the group leader and buddy and
come up with something else for them to do during that time.
● We will not be sanitizing the rock wall or horse saddles in between kids (unless
the companies that bring them do that) or the fishing poles or chairs or craft
area
● We will try to spread out the lunch area so groups aren’t as close together.
● We will not have dots everywhere telling people where to stand.

Remember this is camp. It is outside so our worries are less than if we were inside. We
will be cautious but really it is up to each of you to make the choice if you feel safe with
this environment. It is very difficult to control everything that happens.
If you have any specific concerns or questions please call or email me.
suerheingans@gmail.com or 262 593-5616

